
Grownup's Page

The Mabon harvest is a time for counting blessings and, here at Pooka
Pages, our biggest blessing is our Team - Fiona Tinker, Lilliane Grenier,
Carmen Sanchez-Bezzard, Amanda Storms, Emily Tinsman, Evelien
Roos and Amber H.

Each of these wonderful, talented and creative women with their busy lives manage to come
through for you every 6 weeks.  Not only that but, when I asked them recently to submit their
work a few days ahead of our deadline, nearly each of them had their articles to me a full 2
weeks ahead of schedule!

Many people ask to become a Pooka Pages contributor and then quickly fall by the wayside
once they realize what a challenge and commitment it is.  So, in this Harvest Season, Pooka and
I would  like to say how grateful we are to this Team of dedicated ladies without whom this
magazine would not exist.   Thank you!

As most of our readers are aware, three seasonal "Pooka" books (Winter, Spring & Summer)
have been published.

I'd hoped to have our last and final seasonal one Pooka's "Fall Book", covering Mabon and
Samhain, published before this issue of the magazine was posted.  However, there's been a
slight delay.  We're still shooting for an Autumn release which will be announced on our
website, our Facebook team page and on our Facebook "Pooka's Circle" group page.

Also, sadly, Pie Plate Publishing is no longer in business and the rights to the "Winter Book"
have been returned to me.  I'll be republishing it before Yule - and it should be at a slightly
lower price.

If you're new to Pooka Pages, I'd like to invite you to join "Pooka's Circle" on Facebook.  It's a
Closed Group intended to be a "safe" place for Pooka readers to gather, share pagan crafts,
photos of their little witchlings & familiars as well as ideas for celebrating the upcoming holiday.
Sometimes someone will have a question...and then dozens of friendly folks jump in and try to
help.  It's also the best place to get Pooka's or my attention if you have a question or comment
for either of us!  And, of course, kids' posts are welcome!

Pooka and I hope you have as much to be thankful for this Mabon as we do and may your life
always be in balance!

Wishing you all the Blessings of the Season,
Lora & Pooka



Also known as: Second Harvest, Cornucopia, Fall or Autumn Equinox, Harvest Home, Alban Elfed
(Caledonia, Druidic), Winter Finding (Teutonic) and the Witch’s Thanksgiving. The full moon closest to the
Autumn Equinox is called the Harvest Moon.
Summer is drawing to a close and it’s time to get ready for winter.  The final crops are gathered
and seeds are collected for planting next spring. Although the days are still warm, the nights
begin getting longer and cooler inviting us to draw closer to the hearth while sipping hot apple
cider and enjoying a big bowl of popcorn.  The festival of the Second Harvest is sometimes
referred to as the “Witch’s Thanksgiving” and is a time of feasting with friends and family while
giving thanks for all our blessings!  The Autumn Equinox invites us to find our own inner Balance
as we pause on the Threshold between the Light Time and the Dark Time of the year.
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Pooka Goes Nuts

This story is dedicated to Priscilla who turns 55 on Sept 15.
Happy Birthday, Priscilla!

It was nearly lunch time so Pooka poked his face around the corner of the kitchen door.  "My
stars, child," Aunt Tilly was exclaiming. "You have enough green beans here for this winter AND
the next one!"
Elsie, who was stirring a large pot of applesauce on the stove, grinned and blushed.  "I may
have gotten a little over zealous in my planting," she admitted.
"That's okay, honey," chuckled Aunt Tilly.  "I'll just take some jars home with me.  You know
how your Uncle Tiberius loves his green beans! And, we could pickle some of them as well."
"Great idea!" said Elsie.  She grabbed a large pot, a jug of vinegar and trotted back to her Herb
Room for pickling spices.
Pooka sighed.  It looked like lunch wouldn't be ready for quite a while yet.  But then, it was
always this way during Harvest Time at Elsie's cottage.   He decided to go visit his friend Nathan.
The boy's grandmother was probably making lunch and, with any luck, Pooka would be just in
time!
Tail high, the little cat slipped out of the cottage and trotted down the forest path toward
Nathan's Grandmother's house.
But, when he got there, Pooka found Nathan in the garden, pulling tomatoes off of large green
bushes. From the open kitchen window of the house wafted the fragrance of tomato sauce
simmering with herbs and fresh garlic. "ALL of them, Grandmother?" he called plaintively.
"All of them, boy," came Grandmother's voice through the window. "And the green ones as
well."
Nathan sighed and kept filling his basket.  Pooka sat on the ground next to him and eyed the
rows of tomato bushes.  "I don't suppose you'll be taking a lunch break anytime soon," he said.
Nathan sighed.  "Not likely.  Grandmother's sure a frost is coming soon and wants all these
tomatoes put up before it gets here."  The boy wiped his sweaty face with his sleeve and glared
up at the brilliant September sun.
"Right," nodded Pooka.  "I'd help, you know, but..."
Nathan glanced down at the cat's paws.  "Yeah, yeah...  No thumbs.  It's tough being a cat. But
thanks anyway."
"It IS tough," objected Pooka indignantly.  "I really do want to help!"
His feelings hurt, Pooka rose and stalked off.
He was just passing under an old walnut tree that bordered the garden when something hit him
very hard on his head and bounced off.
"OUCH!"  Pooka rubbed his head with his paw and looked up.  A squirrel's worried face peered
down at him over a large tree limb.
"Sorry!"
"What do you think you're doing?" the cat demanded angrily.



"Ummm.... harvesting nuts?" the squirrel said hesitantly. "It's hard work
and I'm afraid I wasn't paying attention. I really am dreadfully sorry!"
Pooka rubbed his sore head again and then grinned. "I've an idea! How
'bout you run around the tree and I'll chase you."
The squirrel looked very worried now  "As ideas go, I don't think that's
one of the better ones I've heard," he said.
"Sure it is," the cat insisted.  "You'll see.  Ready?"
"No!" squeaked the squirrel but Pooka already had his claws out and

was dashing up the stout trunk of the walnut tree.  The squirrel screamed and ran along the
tree limb.  Pooka raced after him.  The squirrel leaped to a higher, smaller branch.  The cat
followed, inches away from his bushy tail.
The squirrel leaped away to yet another branch and chattered some very naughty words in
squirrel language.
Pooka laughed.  "Look down," he said.
As the little squirrel peaked through the limbs of the tree, he saw that the garden path below
was littered with nuts that had fallen during their chase.
Pooka sat down on the branch he was on.  "See?" he said, grinning.  "And wasn't that fun?"
The squirrel sat up, tucked his paws into his chest and thought for a moment.  Now that he
knew the cat wasn't going to hurt him, he had to admit that it WAS fun!    "Let's do it some
more!"
It wasn't long before nearly every nut in the tree was on the ground.  The squirrel sat up again
and gave a whistle.  The path was instantly filled with a dozen squirrels all grabbing up nuts as
fast as they could. They scurried back and forth to their nests with their little cheek pouches full
and, within moments, the path was cleared and all the nuts had vanished.
"Thanks," said the squirrel as he clapped his paw in delight.  "That was great!  Will you be
around next fall?"
"Sure!" said Pooka proudly.  "Glad to help."
Suddenly, Grandmother came storming out of the house brandishing a wooden spoon.  Her
normally pink cheeks was bright red and every gray hair on her head seemed to be sticking
straight out.  "Hey, cat!" she yelled.  "What happened to my walnut harvest?"
Pooka gulped and looked down at Grandmother's plump furious face.
"Umm, I think there may be a few left toward the top of the tree," he ventured.  "If you climb
up here and let me chase you around, I'm pretty sure we can knock them down."





Apple Pie Pops

An apple pie on a stick?  What could be
more fun?  And they're so easy to make
that your Grownup won't even need to
help you very much!

Note to Grownups:  You can get a package of 100 lollypop sticks on Amazon for about $6.  And, if you
have Amazon Prime, you can get them the next day w/ free shipping.

If you want to do this extra easy, just use a can of apple pie filling.  But, we all know that
homemade tastes best!

Apple Pie Filling
Peel, core and finely chop 2 large apples.  Put them in a post w/ 1/4 c sugar, 1 tsp of apple pie
spice, 1 tsp lemon juice and a kid-size pinch of salt.  Stir over medium heat until the apple bits
are tender.
In a little bowl, combine 2 Tablespoons of water and 1 Tablespoon of cornstarch, then add this
to your apple mixture, stirring it in really well.  Continue to cook your apples for a minute while
the juice thickens.  Then, turn off the fire.

To Assemble: Unroll a package of refridgerated pie dough and, using a 3 inch round cookie
cutter (a clean, empty can like vegetables come in will work also!) cut as many circles as you
can in the pie dough. (You don't have to make circles.  You could also make hearts or leaf
shapes if you have 3 inch cookie cutters in those shapes.)
Put half the circles on a cookie sheet and press a stick into the center of each one.  Dollop a
little Tablespoonful of apples in the middle, then a put a top on it using the other half of your
dough circles.
Use a fork to crimp around the edges so
all the filling will stay inside.  Then bake
them for about 15 - 20 minutes in a 375
degree oven.

Powdered Sugar Glaze
Just mix together 3/4 cup powdered sugar
with 1 1/2 - 2 Tablespoon water and 1 tsp
vanilla extract.  Use a spoon to drizzle
crazy designs across your pie pops.  If you
like, you can even add fall colored
sprinkles over the glaze!



Marjoram

Marjoram is so often overlooked as an herb, but Elsie wouldn't dream of not having it in
her garden.

It's wonderful as a medicine for so many things from runny noses and coughs or even to
settle an upset tummy.  When your tummy hurts and you're constipated or you have the runs
or farts, try drinking some marjoram tea.  It will help settle your innards (as Granny Witch
would say).  Elsie prefers to drink the tea plain but Pooka thinks a bit of honey makes it extra
yummy.

This little herb also fights bacteria and viruses.  For grownups, it's good for stuff like
cholesterol and lowering blood pressure.

In cooking, some people say that marjoram is like a milder version of oregano, but really
they taste nothing alike.  Marjoram has a sweeter, slightly musky flavor.  Usually, only gourmet
or country cooks use it because, to get the full flavor, you need to use the herb fresh from your
garden.

In cooking, marjoram is wonderful in marinades, soups or added to vegetables and pastas.
With it's sweet, unique fragrance, marjoram in often used when making expensive

perfumes.   It's also used in incense and potpourris.
That's because marjoram in a very magical herb!
Sacred to the Goddess of Love, this is a great

plant to use in friendship spells.  Elsie always adds
sweet smelling marjoram to her Home Blessing
Potpourri.  You can also add the tea to a bucket of
suds when cleaning the floors of your home to
help create a happy house.

Marjoram was often sown into bridal gowns
to insure a happy, loving marriage and used in the
bouquets that a bride would carry to her wedding.

It was said that as long as a lady carried fresh
marjoram with her, she would live happily ever
after.

If a sad event did happen, this herb was also
reputed to help banish grieving.

So all in all, this wonderful herb is wonderful
for a healthy body and a happy life.  No wonder
it's sacred to the Goddess!





A Letter from Scotland

Dear Little Witches,

Meg, the cat with half a tail, was glad of his thick, fur coat.
There was a definite nip in the air. Up until a few minutes ago, he’d felt the nip of cold on his nose. Now
all he could feel on his nose was the sting of a small bruise where an angry fairy had thrown a berry at
him.

Meg was miffed. His nose hurt a bit and his eyes were watering. All because he wanted to see what
the Sidhe were doing up at the fairy mound. There was such a lot of hustle and bustle going on and cats
are meant to be curious, aren’t  they? Meg knew he was certainly curious. It had already cost him half of
his beautiful tail – hah! The fairy mound door had that to answer for. And now he had a stinging nose
because a bad-tempered fairy bashed him with berries. Pah!

But whatever the Sidhe were doing in and around the fairy mound was intriguing. There were fairy
folk to-ing and fro-ing carrying boxes and bundles. Carpets were being shaken out and washing strung
between the trees. And there were boxes. Lots and lots of lovely boxes that Meg just knew he would fit
into, if only he could get near enough to sit in one. But he knew better than to try. Human folk just
laughed when cats sat in their empty boxes. Meg knew of old that the Sidhe were not that easy-going in
the matter of cats, trouble and getting in the way of things.

Meg was even more miffed. He stomped off into the undergrowth a little way away from the fairy
mound and sat with his back to them all. He’d show them he wasn’t that interested in them, their silly
boxes or what it was they were doing – but he’d listen really hard, just in case something interesting
came up.

“Psst!” called a voice.

Meg chose to ignore it and stuck his sore nose in the air.

“Oh, for Pete’s sake!  PSSSSTTTT!  It’s me!” called the voice, more insistent this time.

Even the noise of something bouncing through the ferns did not distract Meg from sitting with his
nose in the air, a bit like the Sphynx of Egypt would look if it still had its nose. Only the Sphynx probably
never had someone tickle his toes. Meg gave in and looked down.

“Attila!” he exclaimed, delighted to see his rabbit friend who’d gone to live with the fairies.

Attila beamed up at him. “Bet you want to know what’s happening, don’t you?”

Meg paused for a moment. Attila was a very clever rabbit and he knew all sorts of things that Meg
did not. But he could be a bit smug when he explained things. On the other hand, Meg really did want to
know what was going on, so he sighed and said, “Of course I do!”



“Well,” said Attila, sitting on his back legs and beginning to groom his ears, “we’re moving.”

“Moving to where?” asked Meg.

“Oh, not far,” answered the rabbit. “We’re the Seelie Court and we can only stay here for the six
months of the year that are light. The Winter court – the Unseelie Court – will move in at Samhain and
rule the six months of the year that are dark and we need to make sure we’ve done all our jobs before
they arrive and start to do theirs.”

“Can you not just refuse to move out?” asked Meg.

Attila stared at him. “You’ve met the Cailleach, the Old Woman of Winter. Would you argue with
her?”

Meg gulped. “Need a hand with your packing?” he squeaked in fear.  Both friends burst into
laughter.

“What a lovely sound,” said another voice. Meg and Attila looked up as Angus Óg sat down beside
them.  “It’s music to my God ears. What’s so funny?” he asked.

And they told him.

“Ah,” said Angus. “But do you know why they are so busy now, even though it is many weeks to
Samhain?”

Meg – of course – did not know.   Even Attila had to admit he was in the dark too.  Angus went on
to explain.

“ It’s one of the four times in the year when the earth stops for a little breath,” he said, “just before
it moves into the next season. But the Equinoxes are different from the Solstices because the earth is
perfectly balanced before it tilts to welcome the new time.”

Attila and Meg stared at him, big, wide-eyed stares. Both of them had a picture in their heads of the
earth as a graceful ballet dancer, beautifully balanced just before performing a sweeping movement
that would bring in a new season.

Meg felt his fur quiver – this was exciting!

“The summer court has to make way for the winter court,” Angus continued, “so we’re making sure
our things are packed up and the mound is tidy before the other neighbours move in.”

“But you said they won’t move in until Samhain,” said Attila, in a puzzled voice.

“That’s right,” answered Angus Óg. “But we have much to do before then. Look around you at the
colours of the trees changing. Who organises that? It’s a big paint job, you know! I especially like the
rowan berries. They’re my favourite.”

Meg looked at the bright red berries against the green leaves of the rowan. Even he had to admit
they were very pretty indeed. He’d never thought of how seasons changed; he’d just accepted that they
did. Meg realised he should have known the people of the Sidhe would have had a hand in it. He knew
nature was beautiful. Now he knew the love of Angus Óg helped make it that way.

“So, we’re helping the earth change her colours and preparing the way for the Old Woman of
Winter. That’s our work.  Then we’ll wait awhile until the summer makes way for the autumn.”

Meg sighed. He knew it would be cold and wet and windy soon. No more lazy catnaps in the sun.



Angus read his mind. “There’ll be sun in Australia, Meg. Their Gods claim the summer when we
claim the winter.”

This was too much for Meg. “No!” he squeaked.  “How can it be summer somewhere else when it is
wintertime here?”

“Earth magic,” said the God.

“Will you go to Australia?” asked Attila.

“Not at all,” said Angus. “After Samhain, I’ll have a bit of a sleep until my friend, Ochil, wakens me
up to find Bride and the dance of the year starts all over again.”

Attila realised he hadn’t seen Bride for quite some time and as he was trying to work out where she
might be, Meg said, “This is too much thinking. Winter here, summer there, spring elsewhere, Bride
hiding, you sleeping… my head hurts from all this thinking. I’m only a cat, after all!”

Then Meg  added in a complaining voice, “Isn’t there a party? Can’t we just have a party?  With
bannocks? I like bannocks.”

Angus roared with laughter. “TWO parties, little Meg. We have the Harvest Moon party, to
celebrate the last of the gathering in of the crops and to celebrate the earth’s balance. There’ll be music
and dancing in the moonlight.”

“And bannocks,” he added, quickly, just before Meg could ask him again.

“And the second party is the great feast of Samhain,” he added. “There will also be bannocks for
any little Meg cat with half a tail who happens to call by before we move out of the mound completely
for the winter.”

Meg smiled a greedy smile. His little belly rumbled at the thought of two lots of bannocks at two
separate parties.

“But, in the meantime,” continued Angus, scooping up Attila into his arms, “my young rabbit friend
and I must go. We still have much work to do. Stay out of the way of the fairies and your sore nose will
soon be better!”

With that, they disappeared and left Meg sitting alone.  He knew he would see them soon and
they’d all dance under the harvest moon.

And there would be bannocks.

***

Peace and balance of the Equinox to you,

Till the next time,

Fiona Tinker



Mabon Meal
Blessings

Pooka recently asked some
of his friends to share their special Mabon Meal Blessings.  Maybe you'd like to adopt one of
them for your family's Mabon Feast.

Earth who gives to us this food,
Sun who makes it ripe and good,
Dear Sun, dear Earth, by you we live.
Our loving thanks to you we give.
Blessing on our meal.

Great is the Goddess
Blessed is She,

May She bless this food
That we now eat.

For the meal we are about to eat,
for those that made it possible,

and for those with whom we are about to share it,
we are thankful.

Blessings on the blossom
Blessings on the fruit

Blessings on the leaves and stems
and blessings on the root.

Elsie & Pooka's Simple Meal Blessing:  Before each and
every meal, the witch and her cat simply say :

"Blessed Be".
It was something Pooka could say even when he was
an itty-bitty kitten.  As he grew older, Elsie explained
that "Blessed Be" at mealtime included the earth and
all elements the food needed to grow, the food itself
as well as blessing ourselves as we eat it.



The Path of the Witchling
Lesson 2

by MommaWitch Carmen

You are continuing your magical journey on the Wiccan Path. In the Lammas Issue you
learned about the Wiccan Holidays called Sabbats. Your studies will continue through
Midsummer 2019 and you will be learning many things about Wicca as well as doing activities
to help guide your way with a bit of fun.

Never be afraid to ask questions of those you are studying with. It is fun to share and
learn So find your magical place to sit, relax and have fun on this journey to becoming a
magical Witchling with your second very exciting and fun lesson.

We will soon be celebrating Mabon and there are so many great learning tools and
activities in this issue. Go back and read about the Mabon Sabbat in the Lammas Issue ‘Turning
of the Seasons - Wheel of the Year’ poem. Once you have read it and discussed it, you are
ready to walk another step on your Magical Witchling Path.

Lesson 2 - Part 1
Spirituality, Religion, Nature and Magical Energy

There are many different religions in the world, and Wicca is one of
them and this is what these lessons are about. Wicca is a Pagan religion and
the word religion is also called spirituality. A Pagan is a person who does not
believe in a single, (father-type) God, but may believe in a God and
Goddess, or many Gods and Goddesses. Wicca is a nature spirituality

where the Creator or Divine Oneness is ‘seen’ as a God and Goddess…this is called
duality…meaning two. Wiccans also have a great respect for nature and believe that
every one and all things are connected.

The trees need the earth, the earth needs the rain; rain falls from the sky, the sun
shines in the sky; the plants need the sun, and every living thing needs air to
breathe…every living thing…you, me, the flowers, the trees, the animals…this is one of many
things that connects or joins all of us.

Lesson 2 - Part 2
Being Connected is a Magical Energy

When you hold another person's hand, you are connected. Without really doing
anything else, you are sharing a special energy when you hold hands. Sometimes you may feel a
little tingling in your hands and fingers. That is your magical energy.



It could be a parent, grandparent, friend or teacher.  When you are no longer holding
hands, you still remember that person's name and what they mean to you. This shows that
there is a special energy connection, not only in your hands, but in your heart and
mind as well.

Doesn't your magical energy make you feel all warm and fuzzy all over? Think
about that for a while. Draw a picture of what you think a warm and fuzzy feeling
might look like.

Lesson 2 - Part 3
The Witchlings’ Rede

Let’s talk about this, line for line.

‘Bide the Witchlings ’Rede Ye Must’…Bide means ‘obey’…Rede is like a law… Ye means
‘you’

‘In Perfect Love and Perfect Trust’…this means with your whole heart.

‘Eight words the Witchlings’ Rede fulfil’… (the word Rede means law) …so this is saying
there are eight words to the Wiccan ‘Law’ and fulfill means ‘what these words are saying’.

‘And Ye Harm None, Do As Ye Will’…these are the eight main words
to the Wiccan Rede  we talked about that above. Think about the words a
bit. It is a wonderful rule to live. You can do what you wish as long as you do
not hurt another with anything you do or say. Treat others the way you wish
to be treated.

‘And Ever Mind the Rule of Three’…now this means there is a ‘guideline’ that has to with the
number three. I explain it a bit more below.



‘What Ye Cast Out, Comes Back to Thee’...Do you think you know what this means. Talk
about it for a little bit and then read on.

It means that whatever you wish on someone else will come back to you at least three
times as strong. So, would it do you good to wish harm or anything bad on any one person or
any one animal? Absolutely not…do not lie, it comes back, do not cheat, it comes back, do not
hurt an animal, it comes back…do you think throwing stones or sticks at little animals is fun?
How would you like to be that animal? It wouldn’t feel too good would it? Some young people,
and grown-ups too, don’t even think about this. But as a Witchling, and a kind young person,
you know in your heart what feels right? So, do it and those good and wonderful thoughts and
deeds will be sent back to you at least three times as strong…the bad ones as well, so don’t do
those.

Now, how do they come back…it may be a little hard to understand, but it does come
back. Let’s say your friend had a fantastic skate board that you thought you had to have…so you
just kept saying over and over again in your mind, “I wish I had my friend's skate board, I wish I
had my friend's skate board.” So then one day, your friend falls off his skate board and hurts
himself and cannot ride the skateboard for several weeks…his parents let you borrow the skate
board…but isn’t this a sad way to get the skate board. Your friend is hurt so how can you have
fun…it wouldn’t feel right? Did you want your friend to get hurt…certainly not!

So now let us look at it another way. We’ll take that same thought but think it in a little
different way. “Wow, my friend's skate board is so cool, so neat…I would love to have one just
like it but I don't have enough money saved. Maybe my friend will let me borrow his one day.
And the next day Jack comes to you, limping slightly, and says, ‘Hey, would you like to use my
skate board today? I hurt my leg yesterday because I went too fast down a hill that my parents
warned me about? So, since I can’t use it for a couple of days, I thought I would share it with
you.

Do you see the difference? Instead of just wishing for something without thought or
care for someone else and being selfish in your wish, you wish for it in a more positive way. Yes,
your friend was hurt, but you in no way can feel bad for it…Do you understand? I hope so…if
not, I am sure your mom or dad or another grown-up can help you understand this a
bit more.

‘Follow this with mind and heart’…think about it and really feel it.

‘And merry ye meet and merry ye part’…you will be happy when you meet others and
when you have to leave them because you have always done what you know is right in your
heart.

********
Homework or as I like to call it, Magical Wonders

What is the holiday we are celebrating now and how will you celebrate it?

When you think about your magical energy of being connected to everything and
everyone, can you share a time when you felt really warm and fuzzy and who you were with?



Think about that time and remember how you felt. Always try to help others to feel that same
way.

What should you expect in the Samhain issue of Pooka Pages? Tricks or Treats maybe?
You will have to wait to find out. Now that is a little Trick and Tease from MommaWitch
Carmen.

This is just a reminder to keep your lessons in a special notebook so you can add each
lesson and look back on them as you do new lessons.

Have a Blessed Mabon and enjoy this second part of your magical journey!

Book Review
The Wizard's Workshop
$11.99 paperback
Review by Pooka's friend Diamond.  (a Kid to
Kid Book Review)
This book made me feel like I could make real
potions like Elsie.  The ingredients are so cool
and the way they work is awesome!  I would
recommend this book for kids who love
experiments and science.  It's so much fun and
adults may enjoy it too!

Amazon description: Ever wondered what
happens when you mix dragon saliva with a
powdered unicorn horn? Find out when you create
your very own wizarding potions! Mixing science
with fantasy, this book is full of fun concoctions
your kids will want to make again and again. Each
elixir uses common household ingredients to create
cool chemical reactions for magical results!



Make Colored Paper

By Amber A.

Plants are being harvested and can be used in a variety of ways. For this craft we will be using
plants to color paper. You can ask an adult to help with this project.

Supplies:
Paper
Tea, coffee, or other plant material (I
used blackberries)
Pot to heat water
Strainer or tea ball
a large baking dish that your paper
can fit in easily
Paper towel or old rag
Gloves (optional but some plants can
stain your fingers as well)

Directions:

Begin by making an infusion using your plant material. To do this boil some water and pour it
into a cup and add your plant material. Once the infusion is lukewarm, strain it into your baking
dish. Place one piece of paper into the liquid at a time making sure that it is completely covered
in the infusion before you add another piece of paper. I was able to put 8 sheets of paper in my
pan at once. Let the paper soak for 10 to 30 minutes.

Pick up one of the submerged papers by the corners and let the water drip back into the
container. Then place it on a paper towel, or old rag, and pat off the excess water with another
rag or paper towel. Repeat this with all of the freshly died sheets of paper. Once all the sheets
are out, you can use a hair dryer to dry them or you can place them outside to dry, but
remember they can blow away in the wind so be careful.

Once the papers are completely dry you can add it to your book of Shadows (which for me is a
three ring binder), or you can use it for spell work, to make origami, to make an offering for the
gods, or anything your mind can come up with.

You can have fun with different types teas, different strengths (two tea bags instead of one),
different types of coffee (dark roast), just have fun and experiment with your creations. You can



also try tearing the edges of the paper to give it a different look or wrinkle the paper after it
dries. You can even try “painting” borders or designs using the tea bag or dipping your finger in
the mixture then rubbing it on the paper.

Think about using the plants to infuse their qualities into the paper. For example you can use
cinnamon for protection and wealth, onion peels for health, turmeric for protection, etc.
Different plants give different colors that you can use for spell work. For example, basil can
produce a light green paper and both the plant and the color are good for money spells.  Red
rose petals will make pink - and roses and the color pink are both good for friendship.

A great big Happy Birthday to Pooka's
favorite little Kitchen Helper, Emily who will
be 21 years old on Oct 7.
Your friend and Pooka's, Fiona Tinker, will
be having lots of birthdays in her family this
issue!  Her niece, Rose, will be 17 on Sept.
16 and on the 17th, Theia will be 2.  Not
only that, her wee mammy, Jean, will be 80
years old on Oct. 3.  Pooka wishes he could
be there to celebrate too!
Pooka's special friends, Matt and
Moonbeam are also having birthdays.  Matt,
who started writing articles for this
magazine when he was a kid, will be 24 on
the 14th.  And, Pooka hopes Moonbeam
gets lots of fresh fish & catnip on Samhain
when he will turns 19 years old.
Here's another special birthday - On Oct. 10
(that's 10/10), Vail will be 10.  How cool is
that?



Jimmy Meets
Someone

Impressive
by Evelien Roos

Jimmy groaned low.
The heat had been bad, but
today was the worst yet.
“Isobel…” he whined, as he

tried to clean his belly fur from the sweat. “…why is today even worse than yesterday? It’s not
even as hot.”
Isobel rubbed her brow with a damp cloth and sighed.
“It’s humid out today. Oppressive. The muggy air makes it difficult to move, and hard to even
breathe. I’m hoping we will get a thunderstorm today.” she answered her hedgehog familiar.

When the night came, not even a leaf stirred in the stifling air, and Jimmy hated his belly for
being so wet.
Isobel had stripped the blanket from her bed days ago, but tonight she even took off her
nightgown.
“It’s just too much.” she claimed as she slid under the sheet.
Jimmy agreed, and just flopped on the floor, forgoing his bed all together.

The next morning he woke up drenched.
Isobel heaved a big sigh and ran a tepid bath before slipping on a light sundress.
“Shoot. I so hoped Thor would oblige us during the night. This is becoming a hindrance.” she
complained, as she softly cleaned Jimmy’s belly with a damp cloth.
“Thor? Who is that?” Jimmy asked, revelling in the sense of the coolness on his tummy.
Isobel hummed and licked her lips before speaking.

“Let me get a glass of water, and then I will explain.” she said, running the tap to fill her glass
and Jimmy’s bowl.
She greedily drank and watched Jimmy lap up a good portion of his drink as well.
“Thor is the Norse God of Thunder. He swings his mighty hammer, Mjölnir, and creates
lightning and thunderstorms. So, yeah, I had hoped he would come by. If only to get the
pressure out of the air. Although…” she added as an afterthought. “…I could use some lightning
water. I’m almost out, and it does make the best Holy Water.”

Later that day, Jimmy was sauntering listlessly among the parched vines of the pumpkin patch,
trying to at least find some bugs to snack on.
He was thinking about what Isobel had told him, and the urge to try and get the attention of
the Thunder God grew.



He stopped and looked around. Not even the crickets were chirping. This weather was really
bad for momma Nature.
“Hey, ehm, Mr. Thor, sir…” Jimmy softly murmured, almost afraid to disturb the thick silence.
“… could you, maybe, come over and throw your hammer around a bit? It is getting too
oppressive to even think right now.”

The familiar Devine presence tingle came with the sharp smell of ozone and that smell after
rain. Petrichor, Isobel called it.
“Well, well, well. Will my Father’s creatures never cease to amaze me?” a deep, rumbling voice
asked.
Jimmy looked around to find a burly man with long, flowing locks and kind blue eyes watching
him.
“Hello little guy.” He said with a smile, as he sank on his haunches to get closer.
“I’m Thor. How may I help you?”

Jimmy swallowed. He usually wasn’t easily impressed with the Gods and Goddesses he met,
having met all kinds already, but this one had more than a hint of strength and danger. He
positively reeked of it.
The God chuckled low.
“Yes, I do tend to bowl people over. I’m sorry. But I am a warrior God as well. This here…” He
produced a big hammer, it’s head almost as big as the biggest pumpkin in the patch. “…is
Mjölnir, my war hammer. I use him to smite my enemies.”

Jimmy nodded slowly.
“Sir… could you, maybe, smite something in the area today? It has been over a month since it
rained, and for two days now the very air has been too thick to breathe. We need a
thunderstorm. Please?” he asked timidly.
The God looked around, feeling the dry vines of the pumpkin plants, and probing the dry Earth.
He frowned and turned to Jimmy again.

“You are right, little woodland creature. And I apologise. I have been resting here for two days
now with my good friend Pan, and maybe that is why the air is too heavy. I will take my leave
with Pan. I’m sure he will understand. And I will pound Mjölnir on some nice clouds for you.
That should help.” he kindly said, his blue eyes soft.
Jimmy smiled up at him, suddenly less afraid.
“Thank you! And tell Pan I said Hi. My name is Jimmy.”
Thor ducked his head and vanished, a rumble sounding far off.

“There you are, Jimmy! Did you hear that?” Isobel called, as she came trudging through the dry
grass. “Sounds like we might finally get some relief today.”
Jimmy stuck his nose in the air, sniffing ozone and petrichor.
It was like a wink from kind blue eyes.

“I am pretty sure we will.” he answered her with a knowing smile



Stephie will be a 61 year old kid during
this issue and Abigail will be 6 on Sept 16.
Harlan will be 7 on Sept. 26 and Pooka
hears that next year he'll be going to
Wizard School.

Leo is going to be 2 whole years old on Sept. 17 and, on October 26, Louise will 9.  On Oct 19,
Kayla will be a 12 year old mermaid.
Ewan will turn 10 on Oct. 22 and Pooka really hopes his poor head is better by then!
On Sept 20, Owen will be 7 and, on Oct. 26, his big sister, Stella will be 9.  Remember to share
your presents, kids!
Fierce little Addisyn will be 10 on October 2 and, maybe, someday, she'll find a Unidog.  Leo
Alexander is turning 3 on Oct 23 and Pooka really hopes a dinosaur will be there to help blow
out the candles on his birthday cake.
On Oct 10, Pearl will be 11 and Pooka thinks that deserves an extra helping of sass.
Robert James first birthday is Oct 24 and Rayce kicks a winning goal on Oct 18 when he turns 6.
Sept 28 is the birthday of bold, little witch girl Harmony.  She'll be 6 years old.
On Oct 14, Genevieve will be dancing her way into her 2nd birthday.
Artistic Kelly will be 13 on Oct 27, rambunctious Phoenix will be 3 on Sept 19 and their dad's
birthday is Oct 6.
On Sept 16, Seraphina will be doing a happy dance because she'll be 10 years old.  Future
scientist, Milo, will be 5 on Sept 26 and Thomas will probably be taking lots of photos on Sept
18 when he turns 12. Erika will be 14 on Sept 27.
Serenity Rose's first birthday is Sept 22 and, on Sept 17, Ricci will be 27.
Jana, will be singing and dancing all day on Mabon (Sept 22) because
that will be her 15th birthday.  And, on Mabon eve, Raven will be 11
years old.
And we have 2 more Mabon birthdays - Adam will be 15 on Sept 22
and Cady Jade is going to be 5.  (Pooka hopes Cady gets a unicorn for
her birthday!)
Lizzie is an old friend of Pooka's and she'll be 20 on Oct 27. Happy
Birthday, Izzabooa!)
Maisie will be skateboarding into her 6th birthday on Sept 27 and on
Oct 18 her sister Lyric will be celebrating her 5th birthday by hugging
every animal she sees.
 Amaya's service dog, Heart, will be one year old on Sept 16 and, 2 days later, Amaya will be 8.
Naturally, they'll be celebrating their birthdays together!
Grayson will be one year old on Sept. 9 and, on Oct 14, Anna's beautiful daughter will turn 13
and be an official teenager.
Nature Girl, Aspen, turns 13 on Oct 22 and Connor, who will be 5 on Oct 24, is going to join the
Paw Patrol when he grows up!



On Oct 9, Kaylee will probably be spending her 2nd
birthday with bubbles and dinosaurs.  Nicias, who
will be 7 on Sept 28, is an Autumn kid all the way.
He especially loves all the yummy pumpkin treats!
A certain crow (named Edgar) told Pooka that
Oliver will be 3 on Sept 25 and Pooka's old friend,
Eleanor will be REALLY old on Sept 26 when she
turns 14.  Ares will be 8 on Oct 28 and, on Oct 22,
Xena, a brave young warrior princess, will be
celebrating turning 12 with her friend, Felina.
Kenny will be 6 on Oct 12 and William turns 5 on
Sept 27.
Meaghan is going to be 5 on Oct 26.  Maybe she'll
invite her new friend, Aubrey, to her birthday
celebration?
Archer will be 9 on Oct 9 and, on Sept 16, Ulrich is
turning 7.  (Pooka hopes Ulrich saves some cake
for the neighborhood cats!)  Arisa is a little girl who
is her very own Superhero and she will be 5 on Oct
17.
On Mabon, Sep 22, Sidney will be 4 years old and, on Oct 10, when Trejva turns 3, she'll
probably be in the kitchen baking her own birthday cake!
Teagan will be 7 on Oct 10 and Pooka would love to see some of her artwork.  He's heard she's
really good.
Raven turns 11 on Oct 10 and Jesse will be 12 on Sept 21 which is Mabon Eve.  On the 19th,
Avalon will be 12 years old.
Phoenix, who will be 10 on Sept 24, is such a great brother to his sister, Riona, who turned 11
last month on the 11th.  Happy Birthday to both of you!
On Oct 1, Nature Girl Elle will be 9 years old and all the animals at the rescue where she
volunteers will be lining up to give her kisses!
Future YouTube sensation, Amy will be 13 on Oct 7 and Maxwell, who will be 2 on Oct 6 will be
having a great time dumping water on his mommy's floor!  On Sept 24, Nebula will be sharing
her 2nd birthday with Raff, her stuffed giraffe.
A special happy 40th birthday to Kara!  You're never to old to be a kid.
Annarose will be 9 on Oct. 21 and Morrigan, who started kindergarten this year, will be 6 on
Oct. 18.  Pooka hopes Clara Rayne finds an extra great pumpkin on her 3rd birthday, Oct 12.
On Oct 11, Lore will be 9 years old and Pooka joins Bruno and Nelson in wishing Garion a Happy
Birthday when he turns 9 on Oct 29.
Benjamin's 10th birthday is Oct 29 and John, who is going to be 12 on Oct 14, has lots of friends
to help him celebrate!
Jeremiah will be 9 on Oct 19th.  Pooka doesn't know how old Jerimiah's Bearded Dragon Ranger
is.
On Oct. 11, Fiona Rose will be dancing her way into her 2nd birthday.  Dylan will be 7 on Oct 28
and Bonnie will be 37 on Sept. 23.
The next time Pooka gets a tummy ache from eating too many rose petals, he's going to come
see Lillianna.  She'll be 8 on Oct 28.



Pooka - Quality Control Expert

Elsie, Aunt Tilly, Nathan &

Grandmother were all preparing the Mabon Feast.

"I don't know if these potatoes need more

butter" said Aunt Tilly. "I need someone to taste

them." "I will", volunteered Pooka.  After he did, he said,

"More butter." Aunt Tilly nodded.



Elsie was stirring a pot on the stove.

"Is this apple sauce sweet enough?" she asked.

Pooka ate some. "Perfect", he told her.

Grandmother frowned and poked the vegetables.

"I wonder if these are done." Pooka ate a few. "They need

more time", he told her. " Pooka", called

Nathan. "Come check this fish. Think it's

grilled enough?" Pooka ate some. "I need a bit

more to be sure", he winked. Finally the Mabon

Feast was ready, on the table and everyone



was eating. "This is good", said Nathan. "Everything is

perfect", agreed Aunt Tilly. " Pooka, why aren't

you eating?" asked Elsie. "I think I'm already full",

groaned Pooka. "But I MIGHT have a little room for some

pie. Please pass the whipped cream?"


